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Background

● Gait impairments are a cardinal trait of PD; some aspects of gait 
impairments are less responsive to levodopa or DBS

● This may be due to degeneration of neurons outside the typical 
dopaminergic basal ganglia region and may be partially caused by parallel 
degeneration of the PPN

● REM with atonia (RSWA) is a sleep disorder with increased muscle tone, 
and may be related to the PPN and gait

● Question: How does muscle activity during gait initiation compare in 
people with PD who exhibit either normal REM sleep, abnormal RSWA, and 
healthy controls?



Background
● Two ways to quantify gait impairment: anticipatory postural adjustments and 

bradykinesia
● Anticipatory postural adjustments (APA)

○ Forces generated during gait initiation to propel center of mass forward

Fawver et al 2018 Huffmaster et al 2020



Background
● Bradykinesia: slow movement due to fractionated muscle activity

○ Fractionated = many smaller bursts in EMG, rather than one large, smooth burst during specific 
movement

○ Studies show increased fractionation in PD in both upper and lower limbs

○ Look at tibialis anterior muscle because it is associated with dorsiflexion of foot 🡪 CoP backwards

Fawver et al 2018Wikipedia



Hypothesis/Anticipated Results

○ Muscle activity in the TA before an APA will be more fractionated in the PD-RSWA+ 
subjects compared to the PD-RSWA- subjects and controls

○ The APAs of the PD-RSWA+ groups will be slower and reduced in magnitude due to 
fractionation in the TA muscle

○ A linear correlation between the first burst duration of TA activity and APA magnitude will 
be observed



Methods
● Subjects perform self-initiated gait task, where they take few steps forward as 

quickly as they can; Six trials with each leg as stepping foot
● Subject stood on force plates and had EMG sensors placed on them
● Create Matlab code that plots the forces, APAs, and EMGs of each leg during gait 

initiation movement, then marking fractionation in EMG
● All APAs previously marked by Abby and Destiny

○ Movement onsets, PPS1, peak velocities, etc.
● Time frame: AP onset to PPS1
● Based off Sommer’s code for brady during ballistic arm flexion task
● Code took longer than expected, so no statistical analysis performed
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Future Directions
● Finalize algorithm
● Compile all the data
● Calculate outcomes
● Run statistics
● Mark visit 2s


